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This poster is based on a MIGSAA extended project following the
book [5] by nakanishi and Schlag. This MIGSAA extended project
involved studying established results on the long term behavior of so-
lutions to the cubic nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation in three dimen-
sions. In particular the Payne-Sattinger dichotomy for solutions with
energy less than that of the ground state, the Bates and Jones approach
to the construction of Invariant Manifolds for semilinear partial dif-
ferential equations and the recent work of Nakanishi and Schlag giv-
ing rise to a nonchotomy classifying the behavior of solutions to the
nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation with energy perhaps slightly greater
than that of the ground state.

Three Dimensional Cubic Nonlinear Klein-Gordon Equation:{
∂2
tu−∆u + u− u3 = 0

u(0) = u0, ∂tu(0) = u1
, u : R3 × I → R. (NLKG)

To make progress in the study of NLKG one needs to abandon the
classical definition of a solution, as is usual in PDE, and seek a broader
definition. As is usual in dispersive PDE this is done using Duhamel’s
formula.

Definition of Solution:
We say that u is a strong solution to (NLKG) on the time interval
[0, T ) with data (u0, u1) if

u ∈ C([0, T );H1) ∩ C1([0, T );L2)

and u satisfies the Duhamel formula,

u(t) = cos(t〈∇〉)u0 +
sin(t〈∇〉)u1

〈∇〉
+

∫ t

0

sin((t− s)〈∇〉
〈∇〉

u3(s) ds.

Applying the Contraction Mapping Theorem after showing a suit-
able mapping is a contraction mapping, one can prove the following
local well-posedness result.

Basic Existence Theory

Theorem 1. For any (u0, u1) ∈ H := H1×L2 there exists a unique strong
solution u ∈ C([0, T );H1) ∩ C1([0, T );L2) for some T ≥ T0 > 0 where
T0 depends only on ‖(u0, u1)‖H. The solution depends continuously on
the initial data.

NLKG is a Hamiltonian PDE with Hamiltonian (energy)

E(u, ∂tu) =

∫
R3

(
1

2
|∂tu|2 +

1

2
|∇u|2 +

1

2
|u|2 − 1

4
|u|4
)
dx.

Like all Hamiltonian PDEs its Hamiltonian is a conserved quantity.
Conservation of Energy:

Theorem 2. Let u ∈ C([0, T );H1)∩C1([0, T );L2) be the unique solution
to (NLKG) with initial data (u0, u1). Then

E(u(t), ∂tu(t)) = E(u0, u1)

for all t ∈ [0, T ).

The ground state is a distinguished solution of NLKG which has an
important role in characterizing behavior of other solutions to NLKG.
Here we briefly explain how it is defined. A time independent solu-
tion u(x, t) = ϕ(x) of NLKG satisfies the following elliptic problem.

−∆ϕ + ϕ = ϕ3. (elliptic)

A standard elliptic regularity argument shows that any weak solution
to (elliptic) is a classical solution.

Existence of Ground State:
Theorem 3. [2] There exists a unique positive radial solution to (elliptic).
We call this solution the ground state and denote it by Q.

We are interested in qualitative behavior of solutions to NLKG. we
are in particular interested in the following three types of behavior:
1. Scattering: when a solution which exists globally behaves like a lin-

ear solution asymptotically.

2. Finite time blow-up: when a solution cannot be extended to a solu-
tion on a larger time interval.

3. Trapping by a ground state: when a solution does not move far
away (in a certain sense) from Q or −Q.

The results of [6] in 1975 and [3] in 2011 give a complete classification
of solutions with energy less than that of the ground state:

Payne-Sattinger Dichotomy:
Theorem 4. Define the non-linear functional K0 by

K0(ϕ) =

∫
R3

(
|∇ϕ|2 + |ϕ|2 − |ϕ|4

)
dx

and the Payne-Sattinger regions by

PS+ := {(u0, u1) ∈ H : E(u0, u1) < E(Q, 0), K0(u0) ≥ 0} (1)
PS− := {(u0, u1) ∈ H : E(u0, u1) < E(Q, 0), K0(u0) < 0}. (2)

Then the regions PS+ and PS− are invariant under the flow of NLKG
and moreover solutions of NLKG which lie in PS+ exist for all times,
whereas those in PS− blow up in finite time (in both temporal directions).

The proof of the previous theorem relies on a convexity argument.
In [6] the global existence/finite time blow up dichotomy in the pre-
vious Theorem was proved. In [3] the scattering aspect of the previ-
ous theorem was proved. The reason for the almost forty year gap
between these results was partly because [3] used profile decomposi-
tion, a complicated method which was developed by [1] and [4] in the
late nineties.
[5] is mainly concerned with attempting to classify the behavior of
radial solutions with energy perhaps slightly greater than that of the
ground state. That is solutions in the regime

Hεrad := {(u, ∂tu) ∈ H1
rad × L

2
rad : E(u, ∂tu) < E(Q, 0) + ε2}

where ε is sufficiently small. The main result in [5] is the following:
Payne-Sattinger Dichotomy:
Theorem 5. Consider all solutions of NLKG NLKG with radial initial
data (u, ∂tu) ∈ Hεrad for some small ε > 0. The set of all these solutions
splits into nine nonempty sets characterized as
1. Scattering to 0 for both t→ ±∞,
2. Finite time blow up on both sides ±t > 0,
3. Scattering to 0 as t→∞ and finite time blow up in t < 0,
4. Finite time blow up in t > 0 and scattering to 0 as t→ −∞,
5. Trapped by ±Q for t→∞ and scattering to 0 as t→ −∞,
6. Scattering to 0 as t→∞ and trapped by ±Q as t→∞,
7. Trapped by ±Q for t→∞ and finite time blow up in t < 0,
8. Finite time blow up in t > 0 and trapped by ±Q as t→ −∞,
9. Trapped by ±Q as t→∞.

For more deatils about the classififcation in the above the ground
state regime, see the poster of Justin Forlano.
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